HF MOCK
INCIDENT
TRAINING

An important aspect of Honeywell’s commitment to safe and reliable
transportation of hydrofluoric (HF) acid is emergency preparedness.
We offer on-site HF training that includes mock incidents so customers
and local emergency responders receive hands-on practice addressing
realistic scenarios.
EMERGENCY
PREPAREDNESS THROUGH
REALISTIC TRAINING

HANDS-ON PRACTICE
IMPROVES RESPONDER
READINESS

Provided by Honeywell’s training
experts, a “mock incident” simulates
an HF emergency at your location
using Honeywell training props. Both
Anhydrous and Aqueous HF training
trailers and a railcar protective
housing prop are available to be
used. Some benefits of our handson Mock Incident Training include:

When it comes to gaining the
confidence and expertise to effectively
handle an HF emergency, handson practice in realistic conditions is
essential. Honeywell’s Mock Incident
Training provides a unique experience
that is unmatched in the industry.

- Honeywell training equipment
is the same as what responders
would see at a real incident
- Participants become famililar
with protective equipment worn
during an HF emergency
- Honeywell experts closely
monitor the training to prevent
potentially unsafe conditions

- A realistic simulation tailored
to meet your needs
- The agreed upon training props
are sent to your location on
a mutually agreed date
- Responders have the opportunity
to practice HF emergency
response safely and efficiently
- In collaboration with you,
Honeywell experts oversee the
mock incident from start to finish
- Feedback is provided post-event

For more information
If you have questions or would like to schedule
Mock Incident Training, please contact
your Honeywell Account Manager or HF
Technical Services Manager. To register for
HF training courses or online seminars,
visit: www.honeywell-hfacid.com
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